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The Creative Classrooms Lab project is coordinated by European Schoolnet and it has been funded with support from the European Commission.
My Students

7 students
15 yo
Bad readers (dyslexia)
They repeat their 2nd year

My classroom

1 IWB & 1 computer
1 iPad/student
What did I do within the scenario?

1 website
Sharing the feeling about reading with another school
Sharing books we liked
Introducing oneself to others
How did I use the technology?
What as the added value of tablets?
What were the main challenges?

School agenda...
To work with people you’ve never met
To build something together

But motivation and creativity are present
What are my next steps?

Keep on collaborating with IET Charleroi
Make quizz to challenge students

Meeting them?
Thank you!

Read more: http://creative.eun.org
Contact us: creativeclassroom@eun.org
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